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Four periodically time-varying methane-air laminar coflow jet diffusion flames, each 
forced by pulsating the fuel jet's exit velocity U¡ sinusoidally with a different modulation 
frequency w¡ and with a 50% amplitude variation, have been computed. Combustión 
of methane has been modeled by using a chemical mechanism with 15 species and 42 
reactions, and the solution of the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations has been obtained 
numerically by using a modified vorticity-velocity formulation in the limit of low 
Mach number. The effect of w¡ on temperature and chemistry has been studied in 
detail. Three different regimes are found depending on the flame's Strouhal number 
S = awj/Uj, with a denotingthe fuel jet radius. For small Strouhal number (S = 0.1), 
the modulation introduces a perturbation that travels very far downstream, and certain 
variables oscillate at the frequency imposed by the fuel jet modulation. As the Strouhal 
number grows, the nondimensional frequency approaches the natural frequency of 
oscillation of the flickering fíame (S — 0.2). A coupling with the pulsation frequency 
enhances the effect of the imposed modulation and a vigorous pinch-off is observed for 
S = 0.25 and S = 0.5. Larger valúes of S confine the oscillation to the jet's near-exit 
región, and the effects of the pulsation are reduced to small wiggles in the temperature 
and concentration valúes. Temperature and species mass fractions change appreciably 
near the jet centerline, where variations of over 2% for the temperature and 15% and 
40% for the CO and OH mass fractions, respectively, are found. Transverse to the jet 
movement, however, the variations almost disappear at radial distances on the order 
of the fuel jet radius, indicating a fast damping of the oscillation in the spanwise 
direction. 
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1. Introduction 

In most practical applications, combustión is a complicated unsteady turbulent process 
that is difficult to model. The ability to predict the interaction between the fluid dynamics 
and the chemical reaction is fundamental to an understanding of important phenomena 
such as extinction, vortex-flame interaction, and pollutant formation in diffusion flames. 
Unfortunately, because technical difficulties increase as the complexity of the chemistry 



increases, the Reynolds number of such flows is often reduced and unsteadiness is kept to 
a minimum. 

Unsteady combustión has been of interest since the beginning of the last century, 
as reported in the 1928 study of Chamberlin and Rose [1], where an estimation of the 
frequency of oscillation of unforced diffusion llames was provided. This study was later 
continued during the 1970s and 1980s by Ballantyne and Bray [2], Beker and Liang [3], and 
Grant and Jones [4], among others, who reported that the instabilities that cause the llame 
to flicker under normal gravity conditions can lead to the quasi-periodic break-up of the 
llame. During the same two decades, several authors considered the idea of exciting a flow 
at a specific frequency to study the formation of large eddies in cold flows; see the excellent 
review of Perry and Chong [5]. In Strawa and Cantwell [6,7], this idea was used for the 
first time to excite a low-speed coaxial jet diffusion llame at low Reynolds number. They 
found that, by imposing a perturbation at a certain frequency, it was possible to produce a 
completely periodic, fully controllable flow that allowed the modification of the chemical 
reaction and the mixing process. The same conclusión was also later suggested by Lovett 
and Turns [8,9] for turbulent jets. 

The ideas described above, which were derived experimentally for forced nonreacting 
jets, have been revisited recently in the context of computations and theory. For heated 
jets, Jiang et al. [10] in 2004 discovered faster downstream decay rates for the unsteady 
component of the velocity than in the isothermal problem. According to the 2006 numerical 
work of Barve et al. [11], the oscillation frequency is the critical parameter for the down
stream evolution of the jet, indicating that for small frequencies of oscillation the effects 
of the pulsation are convected far downstream, while for large frequencies the effects of 
the pulsation are confmed to the jet's near-exit región. Earlier this year, Riley et al. [12] 
derived an expression for the velocity decay rate of a Bickley jet perturbed by an oscillatory 
component of small amplitude. They found 

u ~ S-lx-2/i exp [ - CiS1/2(vz)2/3] eos [í - C2S(vz)2/i] (1) 

for the centerline unsteady velocity component, with the Strouhal number defined by 
S = aWj/Uj, where a is the initial jet radius, w¡ the oscillation frequency, and V'¡ the 
characteristic velocity. In Equation (1), v is the nondimensional viscosity, z the down
stream distance, t the time, and C\ and C2 constants whose valúes are known. For constant 
Reynolds number Re, the time-dependent perturbation shows a fast exponential decay 
with downstream axial distance, in contrast to the slow algebraic decay of the time-
averaged solution, which ends up developing into the well-known Bickley jet solution 
[13]. 

Also relevant to the present work are previous investigations that have examined un
steady coflowing methane-air llames, but not necessarily with a focus on spatial or temporal 
decay rates [14-21]. All of these investigations date from the last two decades. Both the 
1993 experimental study of Smyth et al. [14] and the 1996 computational/experimental 
comparisons of Kaplan et al. [15] noted enhanced soot production in llames that were 
sinusoidally forced at 10 Hz; the computations involved a five-species chemical model 
and a two-equation soot model. Also in 1996, Skaggs and Miller [16] measured CO and 
temperature profiles in a forced llame generated on a burner having the same dimensions 
and flowrates as that in [ 14,15]. They determined that the time-averaged CO concentrations 
were higher than for the corresponding steady llame. In 1998, Mohammed et al. [17] per-
formed a computational and experimental study of a llame forced at 20 Hz and found that 
species indicative of soot production had higher peak valúes in the time-varying llame than 



in the corresponding steady fíame. The governing equations in [17] were written using a 
primitive variable formulation, the chemistry was modeled using a 26-species mechanism, 
and the solution was obtained via an implicit Newton-based algorithm. Pember et al. [18] 
and Day and Bell [19] computed an unforced flickering fíame (two-step reaction mecha
nism) and a 20-Hz forced fíame (26-species reaction mechanism), respectively; both studies 
used semi-implicit projection methods combined with adaptive mesh refinement to solve 
the primitive variable formulation of the governing equations. Finally, the 2001 study of 
Bennett and Smooke [20] (which employed a 31-species C2 mechanism) and the 2007 work 
ofDworkineía/. [21] (which employed a 16-speciesCl mechanism) both examined flames 
forced at 20 Hz using the vorticity-velocity formulation and an implicit Newton-based 
algorithm; both studies compared temperature and species profiles with experimental data. 
The purpose of all of these previous studies of unsteady coflowing methane-air flames 
was either to show that a numerical method produced "reasonable" results, to validate 
numerical models and methods by demonstrating good comparisons with experimental 
measurements, or to examine the enhancement of a particular quantity (e.g., soot) during 
unsteady combustión. While some of these studies [19-21] involved more than one ampli-
tude of forcing perturbation, none of them examined fíame behavior for múltiple forcing 
frequencies. 

In this paper we investígate the structure of a detailed chemistry, axisymmetric, coflow 
diffusion fíame in which the fuel jet is pulsated with a given amplitude and an imposed 
frequency; fíame behavior is examined at various frequencies. The Reynolds number, based 
upon the fuel jet radius, is moderately small (Re ~ 100), so the flow remains laminar. In the 
next section, we formúlate the problem; in Section 3, we introduce the numerical method 
used in computing the solutions; and in Section 4, we present the results. Specifically, 
we confirm the experimental observations of Strawa and Cantwell [6,7] and Lovett and 
Turns [8,9] and extend their explanation using some recent asymptotic and numerical work 
to analyze the influence of the pulsation on the máximum fíame temperature, fíame shape, 
and CO oxidation chemistry. In Section 5, we summarize the main conclusions of the 
work. 

2. Problem formulation 
The problem of a diluted methane fuel jet composed of 65% CH4 and 35% N2, by mole, 
discharging into an air coflow with a jet velocity that changes periodically with time 
(Figure 1) is modeled using the modified vorticity-velocity formulation described in [22]. 
In the commonly employed versión of the vorticity-velocity equations, mass loss and gain 
have been reported in flows with large vorticity gradients. The reason for this spurious 
behavior resides in the derivation of the equations, in which the derivative of the continuity 
equation is satisfied, but not the equation itself . This problem has been solved by substituting 
the kinematic definition of vorticity in certain terms of the fluid-dynamic equations [22] 
without changing the elliptic character of the equations - a property that is known to 
favor convergence of a fully implicit solver such as the Newton-based solver described in 
Section 3. 

The full set of equations is made nondimensional by using characteristic valúes of the 
variables at the jet exit: density p¡; dynamic viscosity \x¡; specific heat at constant pressure 
cPj; temperature 7) (298 K); and velocity V'¡ (peak velocity in the parabolic profile, before 
fluctuation is imposed) .Asa characteristic length, we use the j et radius a. Introducing these 
scales, the nondimensionalized equations are written as follows. 



Figure 1. Coordínate system and geometry considered in the calculations. The acceleration due to 
gravity acts downward, toward decreasing valúes of the z coordínate. This sample calculation shows 
equally-spaced temperature isotherms (AT = 0.5) for the steady problem obtained by imposing 
S = OinEquations (2 )-(l 2). The thicklines indícate the máximum plotted temperature T = 6.5.The 
shapes and relative magnitudes of the inlet velocity profiles are indicated at the bottom of the figure. 
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Here, p is the density of the mixture, vr is the radial velocity, vz is the axial velocity, 
co = aco'/Uj = dvr/dz — dvz/dr is the vorticity, t = w¡t' is the time, and z = z'/a and 
r = r'/a are the axial and transverse (radial) coordinates, respectively The Strouhal 
number is defined as S = awj/Uj, with w¡ the frequency of oscillation of the jet 
velocity. Here and hereafter, the prime (') denotes dimensional quantities. 



• Modified vorticity equation 
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Here, the operator V/3 = (3/3/3z, — dfi/dr) has been defined for convenience for any 
scalar p. The nondimensional mixture viscosity /x is calculated through Wilke's expres
sion [23], while the viscosity of every species is obtained by using the curvefit coefficients 
given in [24]. Based on the given composition of the fuel jet, the Froude and Reynolds 
numbers are calculated to be Fr = Uj/^/ag = 5 and Re = Uja/vj = 90, respectively. 

• Energy equation 
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In the above equation, JVS represents the number of species in the mechanism. The 
nondimensional radiative flux V • q\ is calculated using an optically thin radiation model 
with H20, CO, and CO2 as radiating species [25], and Q,v is the viscous dissipation term, 
given by 
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The Eckert number Ec = U2/(cPj T/) ~ 0.082 is very small and anticipates the small 
influence of the viscous dissipation term in the calculations. The specific heat at constant 
pressure of the mixture is calculated by using cp = J2n=\ ̂ nCPn, with cPn representing 
the specific heat of the «th species at constant pressure, obtained via the polynomial ap
proximation given in [24]. The nondimensional enthalpy is defined as hn = h'n/(cPj Tj), 
while w„ = w'naW„/(pjU/) is the net rate of production of the «th species, with W„ the 
molecular weight of the «th species. In writing the energy equation, we have neglected 
the Dufour effect and have assumed a Fickian diffusion law, so that Y„V„ = -D„VY„ 
for n ^ N2, where V„ is the diffusion velocity of the «th species and D„ is the diffusion 
coefficient of the «th species. Similar to what has been done previously [26-28], we 
impose a constant Prandtl number, Pr = IJ,CP/X, where X denotes the thermal conduc
tivity. The approximate value for air, Pr = 0.7, is employed throughout the study. The 
reference values for the diffusion coefficients D„ were obtained from [28] so that the 



Schmidt number Sc„ = Pr Len is constant. Lewis numbers Len = X/(cppD„) for the 
different species can also be found in [28]. 

• Species equation (for n = I,..., Ns, n=/= N2) 
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Since the Mach number of the flow is small, pressure derivatives can be neglected in the 
energy equation, and the pressure remains constant and equal to atmospheric pressure 
(p = 1). The density of the mixture can therefore be calculated from the ideal gas law 
as 

W 

where W = W'/Wj = (J2*U Y„/W„)-1 is the mean molecular weight of the gas 
mixture, and Wj = 20.198 g/mol is the mean molecular weight at the fuel jet exit. The 
chemical reaction terms in Equations (5) and (6) are modeled by using a finite-rate 
CI-chemistry mechanism composed of 42 reversible reaction steps and JVS = 15. 
Modified Arrhenius expressions are used for forward and backward rate constants, 
whose parameters can be found in [29]. 

The system of equations presented above must be complemented with suitably defined 
boundary conditions on each side of the computational domain. The domain covers 
an area extending from r = 0 to r = rI[ax = 38 and z = 0 to z = zmax = 100. The 
thickness of the fuel tube wall is set at e = 0.19 and is chosen to mimic the experimental 
set-up in [21]. The boundary conditions are given below. 

At the centerline (r = 0), symmetry conditions are imposed. 
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• At the outer zone (r = r j , vanishing radial gradients are imposed for all variables 
except vr. 
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Along the outer zone boundary, the radial velocity vr is obtained by solving the continuity 
equation. 

• At the outflow (z = Zmax), axial gradients of all variables (except vr) are forced to vanish. 
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Along the outflow boundary, vr is obtained from the continuity equation. 

• At the inlet (z = 0), the following conditions are imposed, with the mass fractions in the 
fuel jet corresponding to 65% CH4 and 35% N2 on a molar basis. 
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Also, on the fuel tube rim ( l < r < l + e ) and in the "dead zone" beyond the coflow 
(r > b = 12.5), no-slip conditions are set with ur = uz = 0, along with T = 1, Y0l = 
0.232, and 1N2 = 0.768. Mass fractions of all species other than those specified above 
are set to 0, and co is determined from its definition in terms of vr and vz. 

The time variation of the flow is introduced by imposing a periodic modulation of the 
fuel velocity at the inlet, Uo(r, t) = (1 — r2)(l + A sinf), where the amplitude of the 
fluctuation is A = 0.5 in all computations below. Boundary conditions in the air coflow 
correspond to injection through a porous wall as done previously in some experimental 
[30] and numerical [31] work. Accordingly, we assume that the coflow exits the burner 
with uniform velocity Uc = 0.5 and that air species mass fractions are not affected by 
axial diffusion. 

3. Numerical method 
In order to solve the governing equations and boundary conditions numerically, the con
tinuous domain is replaced with a structured grid composed of Nr x Nz nonuniformly 
distributed points, where Nr = 116 and Nz = 162 for the results presented here. The 
biggest clustering of points occurs in the region where the flame is attached, giving a min
imum spacing of Azmin = A r ^ = 0.025. On this nonuniform grid, the coupled elliptic 
nonlinear governing equations and boundary conditions given in Equations (2)-(12) are 
discretized via finite differences; central differences are used for first and second deriva
tives while upwind discretization is used for the convective terms. The unsteady terms are 
approximated via second-order backward differentiation as first done in [20], to avoid the 
convergence problems reported in [32]. The time step is adaptively chosen based on the 
condition that the CFL number cannot exceed a limiting value of 0.7 and typically varies 
between At = 0.001 and At = 0.01. This restriction on the CFL number is imposed so 
that temporal accuracy can be controlled; however, there are no limits on the CFL number 
coming from stability considerations, because the discretization and the solution method 
are fully implicit. 



Following the methodology employed in [17,20,21,33], the computation uses the 
solution obtained for a previously computed steady flame as its initial condition and evolves 
the flame in time. At each time level, the values of iVpoints x JVdep dependent variables 
(namely vr, vz, co, T, and Y„ withw = 1 , . . . , Ns) must be determined, where Appoints = Nr x 
Nz and iVdep = 4 + Ns. To compute these values, the strongly coupled, highly nonlinear 
discretized equations are solved by means of a fully implicit Newton iterative method as 
follows. The discretized equations are rearranged in residual form F($) = 0, where $ is 
the (as yet unknown) solution vector containing all dependent variables at all grid points. 
The system is then solved iteratively with a damped modified Newton's method [34,35], 
which has been used successfully in several previous flame studies such as [17,20,21,29, 
33,36-39]. The £th iteration takes the form 

/($*)($*+! _ $*) = -XkF(<i>k), (13) 

with 0 < Xk < 1 representing the £th damping parameter [34] and /($*) = dF/d<$> the 
Jacobian matrix evaluated at $*. At each time level, the iterative process is started with an 
initial guess $° sufficiently close to the solution, and the iteration continues until the norm 
of the difference between two consecutive solution vectors falls below a preset tolerance. 
Within each iteration, the linear system in Equation (13) is solved using a Bi-CGSTAB 
linear solver [40] with a block-row Gauss-Seidel preconditioner. Bi-CGSTAB is considered 
to have converged when the 2-norm of the scaled linear system residual vector is less than 
one-tenth of the convergence tolerance used in Newton's method. The combination of Bi-
CGSTAB with block-row Gauss-Seidel preconditioning, which was first developed and 
applied to flames in [41,42], has been employed in the simulation of many two-dimensional 
reacting flows since 1994; for example, see [17,20,21,33,36-39,43]. 

It should be noted that the solution of the system described by Equation (13) has been 
optimized for a predetermined sparsity structure of the Jacobian matrix, with no more than 
nine nonzero entries in every row or column. This fact complicates the treatment of the 
boundary conditions since, to ensure mass conservation, second-order-accurate discretiza
tions must be achieved without altering the predetermined Jacobian sparsity. A detailed 
description of the discretization employed at the boundaries in the current work can be 
found in [22]; other boundary condition discretizations derived under similar constraints 
appear in [44]. 

Using the Newton-based method detailed above, the dependent variables are computed 
at successive time levels until the solution attains full periodicity, meaning that the initial 
transient features of the problem have died out. Computationally, this state is reached when 
the differences between the results obtained for two consecutive cycles are "small enough." 
To this end, we define the error e as 

c_YT^hl(t)~^l(t+2n)\ (14) 
i=\ j = \ l'J 

whose value is calculated at the end of every oscillation cycle. The computation terminates 
when e falls below a prescribed tolerance. 



4. Results 

Before examining the computational results in detail, we briefly review the behavior of 
unforced time-dependent flames, because the existence of a natural flickering frequency 
will be seen to influence the computational results obtained for the forced time-dependent 
flames presented below. Many unforced laminar jet diffusion flames burning in oxidizing 
environments oscillate or flicker as a result of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities that appear 
in the buoyancy-induced shear layer surrounding the flame surface [45]. This unsteady 
behavior observed in low-Reynolds-number flames can be characterized by its oscillatory 
frequency, typically ranging from 10 to 20 Hz depending on the pressure level. At at
mospheric pressure, experimental [46-48] and numerical [49] studies localize the natural 
oscillation frequency at around 12 Hz, independent of the fuel considered or the burner 
size. For the flame parameters in the present work, a frequency of 12 Hz corresponds to 
a Strouhal number of S ~ 0.2. However, apart from this value of the Strouhal number, 
to which we will refer when explaining some phenomena we have observed, we will no 
longer focus upon the behavior of unforced flames. In fact, our S = 0 flame, which is 
essentially a nondimensionalized version of the steady flame examinined both numerically 
and experimentally in [30,36,50,51], contains no observable or measurable oscillations. 

The rest of this section examines the combustion of a nitrogen-diluted methane jet 
discharging into an air coflow for different fuel jet excitation frequencies. All results were 
computed using a 1.994-GHz Opteron Model 246 with 7.9 GB of RAM, of which each 
flame calculation required approximately 0.5 GB. In the discussion below, the unsteady 
flames will be compared with the steady flame obtained by imposing S = 0 in Equations 
(2)-(12), which from now on will be referred to as the steady flame solution. We also 
mention here that pinch-off of an unsteady flame is characterized by the formation of a 
distinct region of high-temperature reacting fluid that separates from the main wishbone-
shaped flame region, drastically reducing the flame height HT. The time at which pinch-off 
occurs is the moment at which this separation occurs, and it is determined by checking the 
flame height along the oscillation cycle (see Section 4.1.4). 

4.1. Flow characterization 

4.1.1. Temperature and concentration fields 

Isotherms are plotted in Figures 2-5 for S = 0.1, 0.25, 0.5 and 1, respectively, while the 
steady solution S = 0 is plotted in Figure 1. For small values of the Strouhal number 
(S = 0.1), the modulation of the fuel inlet velocity is so slow that the jet has enough time 
to adapt to the fuel mass flow modulation by modifying the temperature and species mass 
fraction distributions. The two flame features that display the most obvious variation are the 
flame height, defined as the location at which the maximum temperature is reached at the 
centerline, and the flame width. As the amplitude of the jet inlet velocity grows, temperature 
isosurfaces move radially outwards to accommodate the additional mass exiting the injector. 
For S = 0.1, the mass flow oscillation is very slow and no appreciable bulges are formed, 
but significant variations on the flame height are observed, with increases over 100%. 

The situation changes for larger values of S. For S = 0.25, the oscillations generate a 
pronounced bulge that travels downstream at a certain velocity. In Figure 3, at t/2n = 0, 
the bulge generated in the previous cycle is initially located at z — 25 and moves toward 
increasing z, thus widening the flame. Behind it, the flame is stretched by the vortex 
generated in the outer cold gas, reducing the flame's transverse size and quenching the 
reaction. At t /In = 0.4, the effects of the amplitude increase begin to be noticeable again 
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Figure 2. For S = 0.1, isotherms are plotted at different times within a single oscillation cycle. 
The isotherms are equally spaced with AT = 0.5, and the thick lines indicate the maximum plotted 
temperature (T = 6.5). Note that the six plots do not occur at equispaced times. 
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Figure 3. As for Figure 2, but with S = 0.25. 
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Figure 4. As for Figure 2, but with S = 0.5. 



Figure 5. As for Figure 2, but with S = 1. 

at the base of the flame, with isotherms deforming as the bulge passes by and the flame 
length increases. After the pinch-off, which occurs around t/2n = 0.9, the gas located in 
the detached hot-gas pocket rapidly cools, and the flame's height is drastically reduced 
between t/2it = 0.9 and tflit = 1. (Recall that the results presented are fully periodic, so 
t/2jr = 0 is the same as t/2jr = 1.) 

As the Strouhal number increases beyond 0.25, the flame pinch-off is much less notice
able although still present, as evidenced by the succession of bulges that can be identified 
from the isotherms plotted in Figure 4 for S = 0.5. The contrast between this behavior and 
the S = 0.25 behavior can be explained by considering the coupling between the oscilla
tion frequency and the unforced oscillation frequency generated by the buoyancy forces 
(S ~ 0.2). Several experimental works [6,7,52] have shown a similar behavior for forcing 
frequencies near this value, in which the primary shear instability induces the formation 
of vortices that lead to flame pinch-off Another change in the thermonuid dynamics that 
occurs as S grows is that the region affected by the oscillation on the fuel inlet velocity 
shrinks, thus localizing the gas affected by the pulsation to a small region located near the 
jet exit, similar to what happens in the classical Stokes problem of an oscillating plate. 
For this reason, jet pinching is only observed for computations with S located in a limited 
range. 

When the Strouhal number is even further increased to S = 1, the flame no longer 
pinches off (see Figure 5) and instead takes on a character similar to the unforced flame, 
except that small oscillations appear at a frequency coincident with the forcing frequency. 
This regime has also been identified by Strawa and Cantwell [6,7], and they call it the 
weakly coupled state. Figure 5 (S = 1) demonstrates that the effect of the variation on the 
mass flow rate is reduced to the presence of small-amplitude wiggles in a region located 
very close to the centerline of the jet. 

Methane mass fraction and the temperature along the centerline are plotted in Figures 6 
and 7, respectively. The effect of the oscillation is clear from the graphic and reaffirms the 
results explained with Equation (1) in the Introduction. Figure 6 demonstrates that small 
frequencies of oscillation give rise to a perturbation that travels downstream and reaches 
very far distances, introducing important temporal variations of lea, at any given z location. 
For S = 1, the oscillation is reduced to small-amplitude wiggles around the steady value; 
these wiggles decay at almost the same rate as the steady solution. In Figure 7, temperatures 
slightly above the steady flame's maximum centerline temperature Tmax c,st = 6.437 are 



Figure 6. Methane mass fraction FCH4 = lea, / IcH4,max,c,st along the centerline, with FcH4,max,c,st = 
0.515 being the steady maximum centerline methane mass fraction. The profiles are plotted at different 
times t (specified in the figure) for S = 0.1 (dashed line), S = 0.25 (solid line), S = 0.5 (dot-dashed 
line), and S = 1 (dotted line) for A = 0.5. The gray solid line corresponds to the solution for the 
steady flame. 

observed for all of the frequencies studied. The relevant data will be examined in more 
detail in Section 4.1.4. 

As a result of the flame forcing, temperature and composition at a given point will 
change significantly during the course of an oscillation cycle. Some illustrations of this 
observation appear in Figure 8 for the temperature and CO mass fraction at the point 
(r = 0, z = 10). For S = 0.25, for instance, the flame tip is below z = 10 during the first 
part of the cycle (0.08 < t/2n < 0.25), as shown in Figure 7. Therefore, the chemical 
reaction at this point is quenched, and temperature and radical mass fractions are reduced 
(slightly for the temperature and much more appreciably for the radical mass fractions), as 
seen in Figure 8 for T and CO. Only when the hot fluid coming from upstream warms the 
gas and reinitiates the reaction will the concentration of radicals grow again. 

From the results presented above, the frequency of the forcing emerges as the most 
important parameter in controlling the frequency response of the flames. The unsteady 
perturbation decays faster as the frequency of the oscillation grows, and only for small 
Strouhal numbers is it possible to notice the effects of the forcing at large distances 
downstream. This effect has been observed previously in laminar [6, 7] and turbulent 
flames [8,9]. 

4.1.2. The role of viscosity 

At constant Strouhal number, it has been observed that the decay rate of the oscillatory 
perturbation is much faster for the combustion problem than for isothermal jets [11]. To 
explain this phenomenon, let us use the asymptotic expression given in Equation (1), derived 
recently by [12] for the decay rate of the unsteady part of the velocity in a bidimensional jet. 
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Assuming that this expression holds for round jets, the axial distance that the perturbation 
can travel will be of order zu ~ (v4/3S)~3/4. Therefore, as the viscosity grows due to the 
high temperatures achieved in combustion, zu will be significantly reduced. Also, because 
of this increase in viscosity, the flow becomes very sensitive to frequency variations. 

Our results illustrate this point as follows. The flame response changes from the full 
modulation represented in Figure 2 for S = 0.1 to the almost unchanged pattern of Figure 5 
at a relatively small Strouhal number S = 1; in the latter case, the oscillations do not disap
pear but are kept confined to the cold region located upstream of the flame. Similar results 
have been observed previously in the numerical solution of [10] and in the experimental 
works of [7-9]. 

4.1.3. Periodicity 

For the four time-dependent flames, the frequency response of temperature is illustrated at 
a single point (r = 0, z = 10) in Figure 9. (This position is the same one at which the same 
T data were presented in a time-periodic way in Figure 8, along with CO mass fraction 
data.) A primary motivation for Figure 9 is our intent to find the subharmonic response 
reported by Williams et al. in [53] for the modulation amplitudes and frequencies used 
in our computations. In their work, the authors used a pulsed slot burner to investigate 
the buoyant flame response for various fuel pulsing frequencies and amplitudes. They 
discovered that, under some conditions, the frequency response of the flame occurs at the 
pulsation frequency Wj and its harmonics Wj/n,n = 1,2,... However, as shown by Figure 
9, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of our computations did not display the presence of 
subharmonic responses for any of the frequencies considered, neither for the coordinate 
location illustrated in Figure 9 (r = 0, z = 10) nor for any other coordinate locations 
examined throughout the domain. Apart from [53], subharmonic responses have only been 
reported twice [54,55] and, as recognized by the authors of those works, such behavior is 
not present in most previous studies of modulated buoyant diffusion flames. 

4.1.4. Flame pinch-off 

Flame pinch-off is created by the presence of pairs of counter-rotating streamwise vortices 
[52] that stretch and quench the flame. As an illustration, three snapshots of the vorticity, 
temperature, and flame shape are shown in Figure 10 during the part of the cycle immediately 
surrounding the pinch-off phenomenon in the S = 0.25 flame. (The flame shape is identified 
by the stoichiometric surface Z = Zstoich, as explained at the beginning of Section 4.2.) For 
S = 0.25, pinch-off is observed slightly after t/2n =0.95. As can be seen in the middle and 
rightmost panels of Figure 10, the coupling between the forcing frequency and the flame's 
natural oscillation frequency induces a vortex in the surrounding cold gas that pushes and 
stretches the flame, thereby quenching it and thus forming a pocket of hot gas that moves 
downstream. 

At the instant of pinch-off, sudden changes in temperature and flame height occur. 
Figure 11 displays the evolution of the maximum temperature along the centerline TmaxC 

and the flame height Hj, together with the variation of the jet inlet velocity UQ during a 
cycle. While this figure shows data for four flames with widely varying Strouhal numbers, 
an abrupt flame pinching can be observed in the S = 0.25 and S = 0.5 flames, in particular, 
at respective t/2n values of approximately 0.95 and0.5. Immediately after pinch-off occurs, 
these two flames shrink below the steady flame height HT,st = 19.690, and their maximum 
temperatures grow to values above the maximum steady flame temperature Tmax c,st = 
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Figure 9. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the time-dependent temperature data at r = 0 and z = 
10 for different values of Strouhal number S. In the plots above, Ef(w) = 2~Zn=i T{r = 0, z = 
10, tn)e~lm'n represents the nondimensional energy contained at each frequency w, and tn is the time 
defined as in Section 2. 

6.437. Finally, time-averaging the HT data demonstrates that the average flame heights of 
these forced flames are slightly shorter than their steady counterpart, fundamentally due to 
the enhanced mixing promoted by the oscillation. This phenomenon has also been observed 
experimentally [7,8] and numerically [21]. 

4.2. Flame identification 

The definition of the flame surface in a detailed-chemistry calculation is not straightforward 
since the finite burning rate gives the flame a certain thickness. Some authors identify the 
flame location with the regions of higher heat release [56] or with the hydrogen concentration 
[26]. Traditionally, in the study of diffusion flames with Lewis number of all species equal 
to unity, the mixture fraction Z is the parameter used to describe the flame, with Z defined 
as 

SmFYf/Yf0 + 1 — Yo/Yo 

1 ~r imp 
(15) 

Here, Smv is the mass of air needed to burn all of the fuel under stoichiometric condi
tions, and 1F0 = 0.515 and Y0o = 0.232 are the initial mass fractions of methane and air, 
respectively. The overall reaction for the combustion of CH4 in air is given by 

CH4 + 202 =i C02 + 2H20, (I) 
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Figure 10. Vorticity and flame shape (left half of the plots) and temperature (right half of the plots) 
for the unsteady flame with S = 0.25. Vorticity isopleths are plotted with Aa> = 0.05 from —5 to 5. 
Positive vorticity is in gray while negative vorticity is in black. The flame shape (thick line in the 
left half of the plots) has been identified with the surface Z = Zstoich, as explained at the beginning 
of Section 4.2. Isotherms are plotted with AT = 0.2 from T = 1.1 to T = 6.5. The lines darken 
as the temperature grows. The thick line (right half of the plots) represents the maximum plotted 
temperature T = 6.5. 

HT 25 

Figure 11. Variation of the maximum temperature at the centerline r ^ c (left plot) and flame height 
HT (left vertical axis in the right plot) with time t for S = 0.1 (dashed line), S = 0.25 (solid line), 
5 = 0.5 (dot-dashed line), and S = 1 dotted line) and amplitude A = 0.5. In the right plot is included 
the variation of the jet inlet velocity f/o (right vertical axis) with t. The solid horizontal lines in gray 
represent the values obtained for the steady flame. 



with SmF = 8.877. In the infinitely-fast chemistry approximation, the flame reduces to a 
layer of zero thickness in which Z = Zstoich = 1/(1 + Sm¥). As stated by Williams [27], 
this definition is appropriate far from extinction and when the Lewis number of all species 
is one. In our case, since the Lewis numbers of CH4 and 0 2 are each close to unity, we 
can use the previous definition to identify the flame location. Through this procedure, the 
number of points used to describe the flame, denoted by Np, is 67, and the total arc length 
sF along the flame can be defined as 

sF 
J^Jir^-rF^f + iz^-ZF^)2. (16) 

The arclength parameter s runs from s = 0, which is located at (r, z) = (0, HT), to s = sF, 
through all points (rF, ZF) at which Z = Zstoich. 

For the four time-dependent flames, flame position is plotted in the left half of 
Figure 12 at various times in the cycle, and the effect of the pulsation is clearly seen. 
While the frequency of oscillation is small, the flame keeps its initial shape but changes its 
length and, only slightly, its location. As S grows, the shape of the flame changes signifi
cantly, folding the flame surface and eventually breaking it because of quenching motivated 
by large strain rates. In the insets of the plots corresponding to S = 0.25 and S = 0.5 in 
Figure 12, we show the flame shape and temperature evolution just before and after the 
breaking of the flame surface. For even larger Strouhal numbers, the flame deformation is 
still present but its effects are reduced to small wiggles that do not provoke extinction, and 
they do not present large departures from the steady flame shape. 

The right half of Figure 12 shows the variation of the flame temperature with respect to 
arclength parameter s. The flame temperature varies between 2% and 6% with respect to the 
maximum flame temperature along its length. The relatively large value of the stoichiometric 
air-to-fuel mass ratio SmF for methane indicates that the flame will be located relatively 
far from the centerline, where the effect of the pulsation is small. Therefore, the flame 
lift-off height Lf, defined as the smallest z value for which the temperature is greater 
than 1000 K, oscillates vertically only slightly, between 3.5 and 3.6. The lift-off height 
reported experimentally in [21] for a completely analogous configuration, with Strouhal 
number S = 0.36 and jet radius a = 0.2 cm, is 0.685 cm. This value corresponds to 3.425 
in our nondimensional notation, illustrating excellent agreement between the numerics of 
the present study and the experiments in [21]. In our computations, the r coordinate of 
the lowest point at which Texceeds lOOOKvaries between [1.401 1.296 1.341 1.446] and 
[1.879 1.877 1.976 1.856] forS = 0.1, 0.25, 0.5,and 1, respectively; these radial variations 
are considerably greater than the axial variations in Lf. 

Despite the strong forcing, the maximum flame temperature does not change with 
respect to the steady problem (Ti^st = 6.604) and is only slightly smaller than the adiabatic 
flame temperature (radiabatic = 6.889) corresponding to the composition given in Equation 
(12). However, its location (rFnax, ZF^) does change appreciably, oscillating around the 
maximum temperature location of the steady flame, as indicated by the empty dots of 
Figure 12. For S = 0.1 and S = 0.25, the variations on the mass flow rate create large 
transverse oscillations (as seen by the large changes in rFimx), while zy_ remains almost 
constant. As the frequency of the pulsation grows (S = 0.5) compared to the variations 
in the mass flow rate, the flame temperature also changes due to the large strain rate 
generated by the pulsation, modifying the location in both the radial and axial directions. 
The combination of both effects results in the movement of the ( r f _ , ZF^J point in a loop 
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Figure 12. Flame position (left plot) and temperature (right plot) along the flame's arclength s at 
t/2it = 0 (dashed line), t/2it = 0.25 (dotted line), t/In = 0.5 (dot-dashed line), and t/In = 0.75 
(solid line). The thick solid line represents the solution for the steady problem. The symbols o, 
which represent maximum flame temperature location for every time t computed, are filled at t/In = 
0, 0.25, 0.5, 1. The insets in the plots corresponding to S = 0.25 and S = 0.5 show the flame shape 
and temperature just before and after pinch-off. 
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Figure 13. Normalized OH mass fraction F0H = Y01i/Y01ilmxst (left half of plots) at different times 
t for S = 0.5 compared with the steady solution (rightmost panel). Equally spaced isopleths with 
AFOH = 0.1 are shown for F0H S [0 1]. The color of the lines progresses from blue to red as F0H 
grows. Right half of the plots shows 2 x F0H transverse profiles at selected z- Y01imllX:St = 0.0032 is 
the maximum OH mass fraction for the steady flame. 
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Figure 14. Normalized CO mass fraction Fco = lco/Ico,max,st at different times t for S = 0.5 
compared with the steady solution (rightmost panel). Equally spaced isopleths with AFCo = 0.05 are 
shown for FCo S [0 1]. The color of the lines progresses from blue to red as FCo grows. Right half 
of the plots shows 2 x Fco transverse profiles at selected z- Fco.max.st = 0.044 is the maximum CO 
mass fraction for the steady flame. 
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the points cluster tightly around the steady value. 

4.3. CO oxidation chemistry 

The simplest radicals H, O, and OH are essential intermediates in most aspects of com
bustion chemistry as, for example, in the formation of hydrocarbon free radicals or soot 
formation. Experimental measurement of OH [57] is the most frequently quantified radical. 
For a forced methane-air diffusion flame on a Wolfhard-Parker burner, Williams et al. [53] 
observed an appreciable thickening of the OH layers in their experiments. Figure 13 shows 
normalized OH mass fraction ? 0 H = ioH/ioH,max,st isopleths for the S = 0.5 flame, with 
ioH,max,st = 0.0032 representing the maximum OH mass fraction attained for the steady 
flame. In the same figure, Y0R profiles at selected z locations have been plotted. Confirming 
the experimental observations, it can be noticed that the thickness of the OH layer increases 
after the pinching at t/2n = 0.5, an effect that has been attributed to compressive strain 
effects by Everest et al. [58]. 

The OH radical plays a very important role in the CO oxidation mechanism. The 
oxidation of CO to CO2 takes place primarily via the reaction 

CO + OH ^ C02 + H, (II) 

where the reverse reaction is also important. Its reaction rate depends on the OH concen
tration, which the jet forcing modifies significantly as seen in Figure 13. We note a 40% 
increase in the peak OH mass fraction along the centerline for S = 0.5 and S = 0.1, while 
maximum Y0R values (throughout the domain) show changes of less than 2%. Similar 
behavior has been observed for CO (Figure 14), with peak centerline variations of around 
12% and small changes in the maximum values (throughout the domain) of around 3%, 
confirming the results of previous experimental studies of flickering flames [16,58] and 
computations of forced methane flames [21]. 

To quantify the total mass variation of the wth species, we compute 

mn(t)=j>YnpdV (17) 

in the volume V = Ttr^Zmzx. at each time t. The variation of total OH mass in a cycle 
is plotted in Figure 15, along with other important species in the CO to CO2 oxidation 
process, such as H, OH, and CH3. Total mass variation of the species decreases as the 
Strouhal number increases, as expected from previous results. Of particular note is the 
counterphase variation of CO2 with respect to the other species. As has been suggested 
previously [21], an increase in the presence of H and hydrocarbon radicals, such as CH3, 
affects the amount of OH that can react with CO in reaction (II). Alternative reactions with 
hydrocarbon species with much higher reaction rates consume most of the available OH, 
reducing the oxidation of carbon monoxide, and therefore causing an augmentation of CO 
and a CO2 mass dropoff during the first half of the cycle. The situation is fully reversed 
during the second part of the cycle, in which H and hydrocarbon species production has 
been retained. 

To understand this behavior better, note that in the 15-species, 42-reaction mech
anism used in the computations, fuel break-up occurs mainly through the following 
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reactions [59,60]: 

CH4 + H -> CH3 + H2 

CH4 + OH -> CH3 + H20 

CH4 + O -> CH3 + OH, 

(III) 

(IV) 

(V) 

where the reaction with O is less important than the reactions with H and OH. The CH3 

formed reacts to form formaldehyde (CH20) via the reaction 

CH3 + O -> CH2Q + H. (VI) 

The combination of the formaldehyde with H and OH will produce H2, OH, and CHO by 
the following reactions: 

CH20 + H -> CHO + H2 

CH20 + OH -> CHO + H20. 

(VII) 

(VIII) 

The CHO is then converted to CO mainly by 

CHO + H -> CO + H2 

CHO + M ^ C O + H + M 

CHO + 02 -> CO + H02 

CHO + OH -> CO + H20, 

(IX) 

(X) 

(XI) 

(XII) 

with reaction (X) dominating at high temperatures. The oxygen consumption and radical 
formation is attributed to 

H + 0 2 =± OH + O, (XIII) 
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Figure 16. Scaledmass fractions Y = Fn/FBjmax,c,st at the centerline, throughout an oscillation cycle 
for S = 0.1. The steady solution is plotted in the rightmost panel, with a slightly stretched horizontal 
axis. 

which is important only at high temperatures due to its high activation energy. Finally, 
radical recombination converts the HO2 created through 

H + 0 2 + M -> H02 + M (XIV) 

into stable molecules via 

H + H02 + M -* H2 + 0 2 

OH + H 0 2 ^ H 2 0 + 0 2 . 

(XV) 

(XVI) 

In Figure 16, we plot the scaled mass fraction Y„ = 5/„/}/„,max,c,st for S = 0.1, with 
F«,max,c,st = [0.0012, 2.68 x 10~5, 1.04 x 10~5, 0.1543, 8.91 x' lO"4', 0.0379] being the 
maximum values along the centerline obtained for OH, H, HO2, O2, CH3, and CO, re
spectively, in the steady problem. From this figure, it is easy to see the strong relation 
between the available O2 and the H, CH3, and OH radical mass fractions. During the first 
part of the cycle, the O2 availability is small due to small entrainment rates, and the for
mation of radicals through reaction (XIII) is therefore not promoted. The situation changes 
as the pulsation induces a larger O2 concentration available for reaction (XIII) due to the 
enhanced entrainment from the surrounding coflow (see Figure 16). Additional amounts 
of OH and O promote the formation of CH3 and H via reactions (III), (V), and (VI). It is 
only after all the CHnO species have been consumed that the slow reaction (II) becomes 
important and most of the C02 is formed. 



5. Conclusion 

We have presented numerical solutions of four forced, axisymmetric, laminar, methane jet 
diffusion flames obtained from the integration of the full unsteady Navier-Stokes equations 
with a detailed chemistry scheme consisting of 15 chemical species and 42 reaction steps. 
In each flame, the modulation of the fuel jet velocity produces a controllable periodic flow 
whose characteristics depend upon the nondimensional frequency of oscillation denoted 
by S, the Strouhal number. According to our results, the frequency of the oscillation is the 
most important parameter in forcing jet flames. The effects of the pulsation decay faster as 
the Strouhal number of the flow grows, and only low frequency forcing could be detected 
at large distances downstream - a conclusion that has previously been experimentally 
confirmed for both laminar [6,7] and turbulent flames [8,9]. 

The flames are very sensitive to the oscillation frequency, much more so than the 
corresponding cold flow problem. Equivalent frequency variations lead to much sharper 
changes in flame behavior which, based on previous numerical calculations [10,11] and on 
Equation (1) derived by [12], could be attributed to the strong viscosity variations induced 
by the combustion. A similar conclusion can also be found in the experimental work of 
Strawa and Cantwell [7]. For small Strouhal numbers, the flow is affected greatly by changes 
in the oscillation frequency, which alter the chemical dynamics such that the temperature 
and species concentrations are changed. As the frequency approaches the natural flickering 
frequency, the flame breaks up due to flame pinch-off, which is produced by the stretching 
induced by the vortices created in the outer cold gas. As a result, a pocket of hot gas is 
separated from the flame and travels downstream at constant velocity until it is cooled by 
the surrounding air. Larger oscillation frequencies (near 5 = 1 ) lead to a regime in which 
the oscillations are confined to the jet's cold near-exit region. The flame remains almost 
unaltered, and departures with respect to the steady flame for S = 0 become smaller as the 
Strouhal number grows. 

The effect of the oscillation on CO oxidation chemistry has also been studied. According 
to the experimental studies in [16,58], unsteady flames produce larger quantities of CO 
than their steady counterparts. Our computations reproduce this behavior, and the results 
suggest that the larger O2 entrainment rates induced by the oscillation lead to the formation 
of additional radicals that inhibit the oxidation of CO. 

The strong forcing introduced by a modulation of amplitude A = 0.5 changes the shape 
and the maximum temperature achieved by the flame. In spite of this behavior, the lift-off 
height remains practically unaltered. The underlying reasons for this phenomenon are still 
under investigation and will be the subject of future work. 
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